At GEMS we use community supplies – some supplies will be used for individual students and others will be shared with the class. If you are not able to obtain some or all of the supplies listed, we will provide your student with the necessary materials. If you are able to contribute extra supplies for other students in need, we welcome your contribution. Each student should supply the following items:

### 7th Grade Supply List

- **Bookbag**
- 2 package of binder dividers - one for Math and one for Crew
- 2+ packages #2 pencils
- 1 package of blue or black pens
- 1 pack of highlighters (multiple colors preferred)
- 1 package of colored pencils (to keep with you)
- TI-30 calculator (Math)
- 1 - 2-pocket folder (to go back and forth from home)
- 2 spiral notebooks - one for Math and one for Humanities
- 1 sketchbook for art (8.5 x 11 with at least 80 sheets) (Target, Walmart, Amazon, etc)
  - Art will be in the 1st semester!
- 2 black felt tip pens (such as Papermate Flair Pens - for Art)
  - Art will be in the 1st semester!
- 1 pack of Crayons
- Tennis Shoes/Sneakers for Physical Education
  - We will have Physical Education 2nd semester which starts in January.

Some other items that may be useful in class but not essential:

- Index Cards
- Post-it notes
- Markers
- Pencil case
- Loose leaf paper (can be stored in a classroom)
- 1 pair of personal headphones/earbuds
  - Bluetooth headphones like Airpods DO NOT work with our computers!
- Kleenex/Tissues (to donate for our class!)
- Lysol/Clorox Wipes (to donate for our class!)
- Hand Sanitizer (to donate for our class!)
- Paper towels (to donate for our class!)

We thank you for your contribution to our classes!

Sincerely,
The 7th grade Team